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Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com>
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Leslie williams <appoline77@gmail.com> Thu, Apr 19, 2018 at 6:51 PM
To: appoline77 <appoline77@gmail.com>

 
On Mar 31, 2011 3:11 PM, "Leslie williams" <appoline77@gmail.com> wrote: 

Torture in Dearborn Mi-Human Traffficking Attached
Posted on March 31, 2011 by tortureindearborn77

Posted on March 31, 2011 by tortureindearborn77 In September 2010 my Post office Money Order was either stolen or permentatntley delayed-it was purchased
on 09-03-2010-and mailed return Receipt to the Dearborn Apartments in Sothfield Mi 14 miles in Distance-it is now 3/31 2011 and it still has not been delivered-
as a result of being thru extreme hell everysingle day from 11/29/2009 thru september 31′st 2010 I decided it was not safe Physically to live their or Finacially.In
July and August 2010 I had to file 2 Police Reports concerning Gangstalkers breaking into my Apartment both report were later desighned tooleave out
information I reported to add information I did’nt and to use tweeked language that I did report to me it look ambiguious.This occurred at the Dearborn Police
staion.(They also totally falsified Police reports in 2005 which as a result 97 % of what I had reported was left out and 97 % of what was put in was a
COMPLETE LIE-LIterally-Throughout the whole entire time I lived at the Dearborn Apartmenets in Dearborn Mi I was harrassed EVERYSINGLE DAY-and after
April 2010 EVERSINGLE Month they had me chasing the Return Reciept of the Rent Post Offiice Money Order that was mailed to the Dearborn Apartments in
Southfield Mi-For each month-and a few of those months they literally sent me eviction Notices and then 4-5 days later whould then get the landLord to finally
appear and say “Yeah”They found your Rent-See all this was done for FEAR Conditioning-because right before Rent was mailed they whould use the tacic of
Direct Conversation’s outside my door in the Hall Way and repeatededley say “Does she really think she is going to continue to stay here”or “You better get her
out of here-and they’d always use my name and brush up against my door in order to get my attention then they’d say and keep saying it-Its called in
Psychology Repatterenization-they were also using this to cultivate Fear Conditioning PTSD and Anxiety-Thats why they whould use Direct Converstaions to let
me know that Physical people were goin to cause these problems and then they whould create the problem and Reinforce the problem and this is the
Classically conditioned PTSD the threats and the sunsequential Actions In psychology its called Double Binding-thru provacation to and thru Association–then
they whould create the Homelessness thru the Actual Literall theft of the Rent or permanent Delayment of it-Even though it was sent Return Receipt-USPS-and
6 Months later it is up in the wind-still nothing was ever returned to me not the Money Order or the Return Receipt. So after they did this to me again I started to
be more Proactive and continued blogging and posting comments on forumshich 100% included being GangsGStalked Everywheir I go Especially at libraries-
And since i frequented The University of Michigan Dearborn Campus at least 5 days a week and on each of these 5 days I was their for hours on end-Welp that
illustrates how often and how much I was Harrassed at U of M Dearborn Library-and the Other building I Frequented on U of M Dearborn Campus I was
Harrassed LITERALLY eversingle secound I was on their campus LITERALLY-Thru Direct Conversation Tactics Visual Sensitization tactics-and EXTREME
EXTREME Cyber Monitoring Cyber Hinderance and CyberEspiongae so I started making prediction’s about their behaviors based on experience Past and
Current and what their limitations were based on their need to have to work covertley and overtley-”See they have been aware that I wear a Digital tape
Recorder Review INDEPTHLEY EVERYTHING concerning how they set up Audio and Video in your Apartment and the other the other survallance methods
that they engage in-they stalk you to harrass you and to observe how well the harrassment is working and anything you do in order to use anything you do in
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their harrassment or covert operations–GOOGLE What I am describing thourghley and learn.So thru Them seeing that the everyday harrassment was’nt
working-and by them seeing that I was contacting lawyers and making copys for each lawyer to view-they got REAL REAL itchy–Trust me the eveidence i have
and the complaints I have are EXTREMLEY tangible and as a result are overwhelming-In fact I have so much proof even a Retared person whould see it
LITERALLY proof that connects them to Landlords-Police Reports Hospital Thefts and another EXTREME Hospital issue that had already happened delibertaley
and illegally to hundreds of kids in Dearborn.It was discoverd in 2010 and it has been all over the News they did the same exact thing to me and used this
technology as a channel for some of the electronic Harrassment-Google Oakwood Hospital Dearborn Mi falsley Diagnosing Hundreds of Kids with Epilepsey-for
cash kick backs see this is happining to me to eventually contain me to exploit me in 3 ways Ive already LITERALLY experienced it they are Making a Target
homeless while creating trauma’s in the midst of it this is done to break down the Target mentally Emotionally and Physically as a result when they do break
down and call 911 their Pipleined to this SAME EXACT Hospital and the syndacted individuals are notified the target is on the way,and their directed to pipleine
teh paperwork and the traget to syndacted doctors who write specific things on the paperwork and then they may evebn use a unsyndacted one to sighn it after
i breif review and a 3 secound visit to the target see”Most atrgets dont kniow what GanGStalking is-so a Traumatized Tortured homeless broken down individual
go to teh hospital and talks to syndacted doctors and after the first deliberate false mental diagnoses thehy stop talking-and then the doctors Bilk Medicare out
of thousands and thousands of dollars each and every 7-13 day stay-I reviewed one Medicare summary and they literally recieved over 14 thousand dollars just
for one aspect of one stay at the Hospital-while the tearget is deliberatley discredited menatlly in order to protect them from future Litigation-Type in at Google
“A GangStalker Confessses” He states they are a Mutual for Profit organization and that they Literally make money off of the Doctors Lawyers-that the Targets
go to-They have syndacted Judges Police Ems Doctors-911 Dispatch -Mayors Aides READ IT-THOURGHLEY-Their is a article by the Freepress steeming from
2010 it was in the Nation and World Section wheir a Judge in Penssylvania was removed from the bench for Delivberatley putting kids behind bars and in
Detenetion centers because these Place were Privatley owned and recieve huge Federal and State dollars per Child-Right know I am at Henry Ford Community
College and they just closed down my Web page as a result the words I typrd for teh last 10 Minutes were lost-And tehy were directley connected to U of M
RIGHT NEXT DOOR-Literally i had type how 3 Camus Saftey reports were made one mentining me witnessing campus Saftey talking to a Group of
GangStalkers who had just harrassed me–See I had neen Bloogging about what was Going on at U of M Intensley-and they knew it thru Cybermonitoring and
CyberSurvallance- A GangStalking Tactic-They knew I had Used their Computers to find Lawyers Send emails to Amnesty International even complaining to
them that their agent at U of M Dearborn was Never EVER their when I went to their office-They knew that U of M Was mentioned in this email and in that email
it sated that this GanGStalking campaighn was directley connected to HUMAN TRAFFICKING-Think about it-ata University ganGStalkers who Deliberatley
created Homelesssness of a learning Disabled Woman direct and use studnets to harrass the Target-They use memebers of Civic Organizations,Fraternitys
Clubs Church Organizations online and exploit the personaility of the group thru a slander campaighn about the Target go to you tube and type in GanGStalking
and Slander campaighns-This way they get harrassment utilyzed for free they tell the members of these groups what to do and what to say their motivated by
the lie and they do it.And then the Target is continually harrassed everywheir they go in specific ways-and its always the same way-They were caught on U of
M Campus in Dearborn in the Library on 2 Occassions Openeley-what happeend was caught on Audio files and Video-Both Times and what happened was
predicted before hand-The prediction was made due to experience and as a result of reviewing what their availible options whould be left-LITERALLY see since
the engage in repeitition they just did it openeley more frequentley and rotated the scenario’s-that was cross refrenced to their need becoming more intense
because of the Blogging-and me contacting lawyers and threatinin to go public at wheir I was living because they were Constantley Constantley bothering me
their as well-It was Predicted and Caught Know if you match that to the Fact their are mentioned in over 200 emails files that go all the way back to 2005 and
their all over the ineternet as being intensley involved in it if you couple that with-how UI have proof that the same group that is directing all of this showed up
on Campus and addimited they were involved in a Prostitution ring-if you review that one of the people taht runs Houses wheir they break woman downb
adverstizes her houses thru the Guise of a Recovery House at HEnry Ford Community College and At U of M I literally have one of teh Flers what does that tell
you-Gangsalkers on Campus harrassing woman Stalking them everywheir they go covertley destroying their lives and eventually containg them to exploit them
in LITERALLY LITERALLY everysingle way they can Sexually Toruting them Mentally and Physchologically everyday until they break down Thousands are
made their while they take legal Control of your Finaces thru a Syndacted Probate Judge-theat uses the Syndacted Doctors False Mental Diagnoses-to contain
to explot in a controlled Contained enviroment-This includes Sexual Explotation to the extreme-a Gangstalker is stting next to me RIGHT KNOW AS I type this
Literally at Henry Ford Community College-3/31/2011-The Hospital that did this to me is direcrtley connected to a electronic Implant they put in me as well I
have EXTREME Proof Oak wood Hospital in Dearborn Mi-Google them and come to understand-False implants in Hudreds of Kids EVERSINGLE False Mental
Diagnoses CAME DIRECTLEY from wheir they Pipelined me to FROM OAKWOOD hospital–When Thye seen Me doin all of these Things contacting the law
Firm that handled the claims of these children when I Emailed them From U of M when I went to them from wheir I live close to U of M when they seen me
finding other U of M Targets and Printing it and making multiple copies”Public Awarness and Multiple Lawyers-When they seen the Harrassment wasnt working
and when they seen I emailed Amnesty International In Chicago from U of M Dearborn about being Gangstalked INTENSLEY at U of M and that their attached
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directley to a Human Trafficking ring-and that when I went to Amneaty Interanl office located on U of M Campus in Dearborn and that when I did find they had
one online and walked thier their was never anyone their-See thru the Stalking Cyber and Foot they ascertain what your doin and goin and head you off at the
pass By using a slander campiaghn and a Fake Badge or by using a Offical Position coupled with the salnder campaighnn that the Tragets either a prostitute
Drug User or dealer or a Crimminal or is underinvestigation for a undisclosed reason and they people heraing it buy it=Go to you tube and type in GangStalking
and Slander Campaighs-This is one of the Ways they isoalate a Traget so the Torture and harrassemnt and the Braek Downs can be done thru Privatley By
having the target isloated from support and help-When they seen all of this way staring to become a Problem when they seen the FBI was Contacted by MS
Williams the Previous month and 5 days ago they staged a Incident on the 21′st and on the 28 of March-2011-and when these didnt work the Dearborn Police
Approached whier she was living and told her to move on–All of this is Literally being done to keep the victim of a Crime running to keep her busy so she
doesnt pull together suopport for expeosure and to continue to try and break her down Mentally and Physically and Finacially-Literally Moving takes time money
mental physical frustration and when they seen she was overtaking their harrassemnt and preparing to go public LITERALLY they staged these incidents with
complaints at U of M and when that didnt work they approached wheir she lived and said she was tresspassing-GangStalkers accusing her of tresspassing–
From 2001 -2011 only 1 email reply that was legtimate was replyed to out of the thousands sent and 77 % were sent from U of M Dearborn Lib-1 Mr Yatomma-
Tamera Greens lawyer is Goin thru the same exact thing RIGHT know in Southfield Mi–this woman has proof that it is LITERALLY LITERAALY undeniable thatv
this has happened to her and the Goverenemenet is containing it all EVERY LAST BIT Her Name is Leslie K Williams This entry was posted in Uncategorized.
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